
Who Whom

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The best speech could then produce no effect except on those _______
heard it.
1. who

He was a soldier _______ carried out orders.2. who

And since the instructions given for any art are to be delivered as that art is
in perfection, they must of necessity be derived from those in _______ it is
acknowledged so to be.

3.
whom

There is less to fear in those _______ are bad!4. who

For himself he would not be silent and hear that nation abused to _______
America was indebted for her rank as a nation.
5. whom

I knew some people _______ came from that region.6. who

It was Judith _______ broke the silence first.7. who

He looked over the rows of faces as a criminal eyes the judges and the jury
on _______ his life depends.
8.

whom

They all glanced round at the two young people, _______ stood and
waited.
9. who

The men of _______ I have been speaking will, I am convinced, not shirk
their share of duty or make unreasonable claims upon the generosity of their
employers.

10. whom

Before I could accomplish my design, however, I felt myself seized by the
body, and, turning my head, perceived the old fruit-woman, _______ was
clinging to me.

11.
who

And they looked steadily at one with _______ they had never before been
at quite such close quarters.
12. whom

Suddenly the man _______ had driven the car turned.13. who

But it was really the baby _______ made me.14. who
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Why did she love it-the face of a man _______ couldn't love her?15. who

Their countenances were totally changed in character, so that I could not
bring myself to believe them really the same individuals with _______ I had
been in company but a few days before.

16.
whom

You call 'father' the one _______ is in command over you.17. who

They are extremely high in moral tone, and cannot fail to be of immense
benefit to every boy _______ reads them.
18.

who

Even to me, in _______ she found a second brother and fully trusted, she
spoke of these sorrowful things only in guarded allusions.
19. whom

The sixty or seventy men with _______ she sailed were all in their homes
more than a year ago.
20. whom
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